PLASMAS
with apologies to the Temptations
It gives fusion, when there’s no energy-y-y-y.
It gives Moore’s law, after chemistry.
I guess the world sings,
What can do such wondrous things?
Plasma, Plasmas. Plasmas,
Talking ‘bout, Plasmas.
Atom bombs make it,
In the high atmosphere.
But our codes and beams,
Make the physics clear.
I guess the world sings,
What can do such wondrous things?
Plasma, Plasmas. Plasmas,
Talking ‘bout, Plasmas.
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• Why is fusion needed?
• Conventional fusion: The long road
ahead, MFE and ICF.
• Fission suppressed hybrid fusion, a
possible short cut, MFE and ICF.
• The energy park, a possible
sustainable, economically and
environmentally viable approach to
energy

Country’s energy use vs per capita GNP, 2000 data

Even with conservation, a great deal more energy
will be needed to satisfy worldwide demand. Since 2000,
China’s per capita energy use has roughly doubled and it is
now the world’s largest carbon emitter.

What are these daunting energy requirements?
(World wide perspective)
• World now uses ~ 14 TW energy, but this is countries
on top of chart.
• At Gaithersburg Hybrid conference 2009, Dr. Wu of
Hefei: even now, the average Chinese uses only 10%
of the energy as the average American, and said they
are determined to change this.
• Even if USA reduces its energy use, much more
energy is needed.
• Hoffert et al claim the world needs an additional 1030 TW of carbon free energy by midcentury. No
known way to accomplish this now.

Question: Can fusion make an
impact?
• My answer:
• Pure fusion? NO! Its most optimistic
proponents admit this.
• Fission suppressed hybrid fusion, or
fusion breeding, YES!, if the program is
willing to change its focus and pursue it
with laser like focus.

Conventional fusion: The long
road ahead

ITER: THE SITE AND
TOKAMAK

MFE: ITER (Pulsed device)
• Original (Large ITER): $20B, half for
construction, half for operation for 10 years
• 1.5 GW neutron power
• Too expensive, USA pulls out
• Redone as $10B, half for construction, half for
operation
• 400MW neutron power
• USA rejoins

But what is ITER cost and
completion date?
• From IEEE Spectrum, Sept. 2010

Large ITER size based pure fusion power
plant
• Consider the original Large ITER for pure
fusion
• (Q~10, P~1.5GW)
• But this is 500 MWe
• The driver (microwaves or beams have
efficiency of 1/3 as well) so we need 450
MWe for the driver
• This leaves all of 50 MW for the grid!

Clearly ITER does not cut it as a reactor!

After ITER- An Economical Demo Tokamak?
• But does this make any sense? It must generate at
least 10 times the neutron power at much reduced
cost.
• To show this is unlikely, one only needs the Sam
Cooke approach (Don’t know much about
tokamaks…i.e. no ELM’s, grassy ELM’s, pedestals,
fish bones, transport barriers, reverse shear….)
• Conservative design rules: they result from very
fundamental considerations.
• If I can figure them out so can anyone else, a
congressman.

Conservative Design Rules (CDR)
•

CDR, rooted mostly in the need to prevent disruptions, which are
intolerable in a reactor. Good confinement is no help, bad
confinement only hurts (9):

1)

Current: q(a)>3

2) Pressure: ࢠN <2.5 (no wall stabilization, the wall is doing enough!
and no interior stabilizing coils either)
3) Density <3/4 Greenwald Density
4) Blanket at least 1.5 meters thick
Specify only B, Ti/Te (I took 2) and geometry and we have it all;
particularly simple for circular cross section.

Are conservative design rules valid? Example from JT60U

But the best neutron shot were transient
Example from JET

Best long lived shots ~ factor of 5-10 below CDR for
JET and JT-60

Why don’t steady state shots on JT-60 give
CDR results?
Temperature in JT-60U
• For a ßn=2.5, and
parabolic profile,
optimum maximum
temperature for a
beta limited plasma
is 16keV.
• JT-60 results have
half max Ti and
probably less than
1/3 average Ti

But just because these discharges did not disrupt, it does not mean
they never do. Disruptions are ALWAYS a threat. To the right, pure
fusion relevant, to the left, hybrid fusion relevant.

What are the consequences of a
major disruption in ITER?
• Tokamaks so far contain ~ 10MJ in the
plasma and poloidal field
• ITER will contain about 800MJ
• This is about the energy of a 400lb bomb
• Reasonable to fear that if this energy is
released, superconducting toroidal coils might
uncontrollably quench (as CERN’s LHC once
did), i.e. a 4000 lb bomb
• Crucial to either prevent disruptions, or detect
and guide to soft landing.

Neutron production (MW) compared with
CDR’s
Design
•
•
•
•
•
•

JET (transient)
JET (Steady)
TFTR (transient)
Sci. Prototype
ITER
Large ITER

400
1600

Actual
16
4
10.7

CDR
32
35
31
55
1500
4000

• Clearly ITER will never make it as an
economical reactor if it is constrained by
CDR. If Te = Ti (more likely) power further is
further reduced.

ICF has several major advantages
• Does not have to worry about confining
a burning plasma.
• Does not concentrate energy in small
space, no possibility of major disruption.
• Seem to be no limits like conservative
design rules.
• Compared to MFE, plasma physics of
IFE is relatively simple:

Plasma Physics complexities are mostly of a
fluid nature, with other plasma effects less
important:
* Symmetry, Rayleigh Taylor and Richtmeyer Meshkov
instabilities. Much progress in understanding these
and designing pellets resistant to them.
• Long mean free path electron transport.
• Laser Plasma Instabilities (2 omega p, Raman and
Brillouin scatter).
• High density physics issues.

National Ignition Facility
• NIF is supported for stockpile stewardship, not
energy. Sponsor is interested only in X-ray driven
implosions and is not concerned with laser efficiency
or average power.
• To get X-ray drive, the laser illuminates a gold lined
hohlraum and heats the walls to 250-300eV
producing the X-rays to drive the implosion of a target
centered in the hohlraum
• Now NIF is routinely getting megajoule shots at third
harmonic (O  Pm

NIF The large and small

NIF: Time and Budget and
milestones
• Don’t know exact numbers, but it is years late and
billions over original budget.
• Gain milestone has decreased : G=35: E. Moses et
al, Fus. Sci and Tech, 56, 548, 2009; G=8, R. Boyd,
L. Bernstein and C. Bruce, Physics Today, Aug 2009;
G=1, D. Clery, Science, 327, 514, 2010
• Efficiency of NIF ~ 1%, so need much higher gain,
and much more efficient laser if energy is the goal.

NIF might be in real trouble
•

They have difficulty getting the inner beams to propagate into
the hohlraum due to stimulated Raman and Brillouin scatter by
the plasma in the hohlraum.

•

The expect a plasma instability to balance the energy between
the beams, requiring detailed knowledge of plasma density,
temperature and velocity.

•

They cannot diagnose the situation except through the laser
entrance hole (LEH).

•

Their gain is about 3x10-4 as of Nov 2011 APS meeting.

•

Their funding runs out in October, 2012; it may or may not be
renewed.

Are alternate concepts the
answer?

No for MFE
•

Conventional is only answer. Tokamaks took 50 years to get to
where they are today. Huge international consortium, TFTR,
JET, JT-60, ITER, EAST, K-Star…. They are way ahead of their
competitors. Unlikely a genius will produce a reactor in his
garage.

Look at nTW proportional to Q at fusion temperatures, i.e. <Vv>
~T2) in m3keVs for various machines, and confined energy in MJ
Tokamak: JT-60:
Stellarator: LHD:
Spherical Tok: NSTX

1.6x1021,
4x1019
5x1018

Mirror: GDT

1018

8.6
1.4
0.2 (and center post likely
a show stopper)
0.03 (non Maxwellian
distribution likely a
show stopper)

No for ICF
•

Conventional is only answer: Lasers took 40 years to get to
where they are today, and also have a huge international
constituency, NIF, LMJ, Osaka, NRL (NIKE, ELECTRA), URLLE
(OMEGA)…
• NIF has routinely generated Megajoule shots at 1/3 micron.
• NRL in its HAPL and ELECTRA program has investigated many
questions related to energy, laser efficiency, aiming, clearing
chamber, final optics, wall material… Seem to be no show
stoppers
• What else is there? Heavy Ions? No accelerator capable of
doing fusion experiments has ever been built. Symmetric
illumination seems difficult, likely hard wired into indirect drive.
Z pinches? Standoff?? Clearing target area??

• For better or worse, we placed
enormous bets on tokamaks
and lasers. We have little
choice now but to dance with
the ladies we came in with.

Fission suppressed hybrid
fusion (FSHF), or fusion
breeding, a possible short cut.

The idea is to fuel existing nuclear reactors (e.g.
light water reactors, (LWR’s))
•

400 LWR’s in world today, ~75 in various stages of construction
or planning.

•

Many countries, France, Belgium, China, Finland, India, Canada
Japan(?), USA (?) find them safe and affordable.

•

High cost in USA largely legal delays, NIMBY and BANANA.

•

Nuclear fuel is 4% 235U in 96% 238U. Not a proliferation risk.

•

4% 233U or 239Pu can also be used. To have raw fuel
proliferation resistant, consider only 233U.

But what about Fukushima?
•

Many more killed by oil and coal than by nuclear .

•

Main danger is to land, not people, they have time to get away.

•

Google “Cost of Fukushima cleanup” $15B < $$ < $300B

•

But how much is this really? 400 GW for 30 years and one such
accident. This means a cost per kwhr of the clean up is
1/80 ¢ < ¢ < 1/4 ¢ per kwhr. Worldwide nuclear industry can
easily self insure.

Still safety in the event of extreme events must
obviously be reexamined

A 1 GWe LWR, fuel and discharge
• Each year an LWR takes in 1 metric ton of 235U in 24
tons of 238U.
• Each year it spits out about 24 metric tons of uranium
(various isotopes) and ~ 200 kG of plutonium (24,000
year half life) and higher actinides, and 700 kg of
fission products (typically 30 year half life).
• Note that the plutonium from 5 LWR’s can fuel one
reactor of equal power.

But LWR’s have other (solvable) problems than
safety.
• Fuel supply: LWR’s use only the 0.7% of U that is
235U. But all uranium and thorium (3x as much) can
potentially breed fuel. 40 years of 400GWe power by
LWR’s means in depleted uranium alone, there is
potential fuel for 4 TWe for 400 years! Here is where
fusion can play a crucial role.
• Proliferation: Burn the actinide discharges of LWR’s
in fast neutron reactors. (Fusion has been proposed,
but I don’t see it).
• Waste: Burn actinide wastes. Some fission products
have commercial use, separate these out, let the rest
decay over several centuries.

What is Fusion Breeding?
• One 14 MeV n + Be, U, Pb
2-3 slow neutrons + Li,
233Th

232Th

2-3 slow neutrons
1.1 T + ~0.6 233Th

decays to 233Pa (22 min), 233Pa decays to 233U (25 days) .

Breeding reactions (T and 233U) are exothermic, they roughly
double the neutron energy.
But burning 0.6 233U in an LWR gives 120 MeV, the neutron
energy is multiplied by a factor of about 10 and the fusion
reactor power by about 5 (since the breeding reactions are
exothermic).

Fission suppression
• Must separate the nuclear fuel from the fusion reactor
• Needs liquid liner to do this, so Pa can be removed
elsewhere
• Many possible liners, but molten salt FLIBE keeps
appearing
• Li produces T, Be multiplies neutrons, Th and U are
soluble in molten FLIBE

For energy is there an advantage to
fusion over fission breeding?

Most definitely!
Device

Additional
fissile atoms
per reaction

Satellite LWR’s
of equal power

Tons of fissile
material needed
for startup

IFR*

0.5

0.5

10

Fusion

0.6

5

0

* An IFR in its normal breeding mode of operation

Its Pedigree
• Andrei Sakharov proposed fusion
breeding in 1950 (Memoirs, p 142)
• Hans Bethe advocated it in 1979
(Physics Today, May 1979)
• I believe Sakharov and Bethe had it
right and today’s conventional fusion
approach has it wrong.

Google image view of fusion breeding
3GWth (1GWe)
LWR

3 GW fusion
plant (ITER
image)

Liquid liner pipes to a
chemical plant where Pa
is separated and mixed
with uranium

Digression: Fast Fusion is a fusion reactor
surrounded by subcritical fission reactor
• Many reasons for skepticism, but principally:
• Beams, rf, lots of wires, etc, must pass through a
3GW nuclear reactor to reach the plasma deep
inside. Extremely complicated! Can this really be
done? Has anything like this ever been done?
• Would anyone ever put a fusion reactor in the middle
of a 3 GWth coal fired power plant? What’s the
difference?
• AND ESPECIALLY:
• Plasma which we do not understand very well,
stores energy ~ 4000lbs of TNT, and which might
disrupt, is just a thin wall away from a ton or so of
plutonium. Significant safety issue.

To continue, use fast neutron
reactors to treat waste.
• A solution to the waste actinide problem likely
already exists, fast neutron reactors like the
IFR and AFR. These have been built, tested
and they work.
• One could argue that a fast fusion IFE or
MFE reactor is an expensive, technically
risky, and indeed dangerous solution to a
problem which likely has already been
solved.

The IFR (a fast neutron reactor
developed in Idaho by ANL)
• Was built and worked well for several years.
• Claimed it burns all transuranic elements, and
does so in reactor mode which is passively
safe.
• Can run as a breeder, burner, or in a
breakeven mode.
• Also there are years of experience with
superphenix.
• Still development issues, but much closer
than fusion

My 10 year pipe dream may become a reality.
The British are planning a large IFR (now called
the GE-Hitachi Prism reactor) to burn plutonium

Very rough estimate the cost of
FSHF based on the cost of ITER
There is no better basis, it is not a paper
study, contracts are being written.
But we have seen the cost of ITER is
increasing rapidly and this makes
estimates difficult.
Assume a large ITER cost of $20B and a $1B/yr for
a 30 year lifetime operating cost. Construction +
operating cost is then ~$2B/yr

Large ITER based FSHF power
plant
• Now breeding increases power to 3GW,
or 1 GWe.
• Also produces 13 GW of nuclear fuel.
• Enough for five 900 MWe LWR’s
• Driver power is now a perturbation.

Zero order estimate of cost
• ITER costs $2B/yr
• Produces 1 GW of electric power it sells for
10 cents/kwhr. Earns ~ $0.9B/yr
• Produces 4.3 TWe of nuclear fuel at a cost of
~$1.1B/yr ~ 2 cents/kwhr
• Uranium fuel today costs ~1 cent/kwhr
• Gasoline at $1/gallon, running a generator
costs ~7 cents/kwhr

• Fuel costs from Large ITER based
FSHF seem affordable!

Two enormous advantages
• An ITER sized device now becomes an end in itself
instead of a stepping stone to who knows what
DEMO decades and decades later. While there is still
disruption danger, there is little fissile material near
the reactor at any time.
• With breeding, only ~10% of the total power is
neutrons and fast ions, 90% burned elsewhere, so in
a pure fusion system, blankets must absorb 10 times
the power as in a breeding system.

Next step: The scientific
prototype
• The idea is to build, as next step, a tokamak run
steady state in DT, but otherwise as close to the
plasma physics regime we are familiar with as
possible.
• It would have superconducting field coils like ToreSupra, EAST, K-Star and India’s.
• Take TFTR, but add 1.5 meters to its major radius to
fit in a blanket. Parameters become R=4, a=b=1,
B=5.5. Once these are specified, CDR’s specify
neutron power, CDR ~50 MW.
• Energy content and energy density are well within the
range of what has been established for tokamaks.

The scientific prototype
•

One comment I got was that this is easy and boring. BUT :

•

Can one drive the current steady state with either neutral
beams or rf in a way consistent with a high neutron flux?

•

15 years ago TFTR, JET and JT-60 got Q~1 transient
discharges but have still not been able to achieve this in long
lived discharges.

•

All control mechanisms have to be consistent with operating in a
high neutron flux environment. To me this means only viable
drivers must have standoff, i.e. neutral beams and ECRH,

•

Can one eliminate disruptions in interesting regimes?

•

Bottom line: There are still significant plasma physics
problems!

The scientific prototype tasks
• First achieve a steady Q~1 plasma in DT
• Then demonstrate tritium self sufficiency.
Without it, no fusion scheme, pure or hybrid
makes any sense.
• Then breed significant quantities of 233U and
mix it with 238U to make nuclear fuel for
LWR’s. For the first time, fusion would
produce something useful, albeit not
economical.
• Use the base program to fund it.

ICF: NIF is supported for
stockpile stewardship and
weapons research
• Sponsor is not concerned with laser
efficiency or average power.
• Concern with X-ray driven implosion
means they are interested in only
indirect drive.
• Conversion to an energy project will
require a new paradigm

Laser fusion, direct vs. indirect drive
• Calculations show gain is considerably higher
with direct drive.
• Only have to clear target residue, not target
plus hohlraum residue between shots.
• Only have to position target, not position and
orient it.
• Look at cost. Current hohlraums ~10k and
use gold (!).
• Grant gain of 100, or 100MJ, 33 MJ of electric
energy, 9 kwhrs, worth ~$1.

Calculated gain for direct drive

•

URLLE has done direct drive experiments at 30kJ, far below ignition. They see
spherical implosions and compression, but neutron yield so far is 1-2 orders of
magnitude below 1d code predictions.

• MY NO BRAINER: IF LLNL CAN
GET SUPPORT FOR ENERGY, IT
SHOULD REDO OPTICS, BEAM
SMOOTHING, (i.e. INCREASED
BANDWIDTH), AND CHAMBER
FOR DIRECT DRIVE.
• COSTLY AND TIME CONSUMING,
BUT CLEARLY FASTEST WAY TO
ACCOMPLISH MEGAJOULE
DIRECT DRIVE.

Can Laser Fusion Become a
Viable power source?

• NRL’s experience in its
ELECTRA and HAPL
program provide very
valuable insight.

The Electra KrF Laser
700 Joules, 5 Hz, 100,000 shots

Recirculator

Pulsed Power
Cathode &
Hibachi (inside)
“Large enough to be convincing
Small enough to be manageable”
John Sethian

Lasers
DPSSL (LLNL)
KrF (NRL)

Multi-institutional HAPL: High Average Power Laser program
administered by NNSA
“You cannot solve your problem if you make the next guy’s problem
impossible” John Sethian

Laser fusion: Pure fusion
• Case 1: Assume 1 MJ laser, gain of 100, 10%
efficient laser pulsed 15 times/sec
– 1.5 GW of fusion power, but 350MWe to grid.
Possibly economical but more likely marginal

• Case 2: Assume technological development
stops short; G=75, K 
– 1.125GW of fusion power, but only 75 MW to grid,
almost certainly not economical

Laser fusion: FSHF
• Case 1: Now power = 3GW (1GWe)
plus 4.3 GWe of nuclear fuel produced.
Driver power now a perturbation,
probably economical
• Case 2: Now power to grid is 750MW
plus 3.2GWe of nuclear fuel. Driver
power is still a perturbation, still
probably economical

• The energy park, a possible
scheme for mid century
power with is economically,
environmentally viable and
has no proliferation risk.

A model for sustainable
midcentury power
• One fusion reactor fuels 5 LWR’s and
produces one unit of power.
• 5 LWR’s produce 5 units of power.
• 1 IFR cleans up after the 5 LWR’s and
produces 1 unit of power.
• 5/7 of power we can produce economically
today.
• Fission fragments left to decay over 3-6
centuries.
• Geological disposal not necessary, or need
for it greatly reduced.

This led to the fusion-fission energy park; more
than a dream, much less than a careful plan.

Everything shown in same location, but of course it does not have to be

The Energy Park Con’t
A.
B.
C.
D.

Low Security fence
A Nuclear reactor, perhaps of today’s design.
Output electricity
Hydrogen or other manufactured liquid or
gaseous fuel.
E. Cooling pool where waste is taken and highly
radioactive fission fragments cool for perhaps
300-500 years. High security fence
F. Liquid or gaseous fuel factory

The energy Park, con’t
G. High security fence. All material with
proliferation risk in are here until they are
burned or diluted. No long time storage
or long distance travel of material with
proliferation risk.
H. Separation and reprocessing plant.
Fission products go to storage pools,
actinides to IFR.
I. IFR actinide burner
J. The fusion reactor

The Energy Park, conclusion
• Produces 6 GWe from ~2060 to t=䌲.
• No long time storage or long distance travel of
material with proliferation potential.
• Treats all of its own wastes.
• Waste treated with a combination of fission and
patience.

• Only 232Th comes in, only electricity and
perhaps liquid fuel go out!

An Appeal
Anyone interested on working on this with me?
I’ve about run out of ideas.
Terrible project for young scientist; in current
environment; you will never get $$$ or tenure.
Wonderful project for scientist retired or approaching
retirement: Interesting problem; May help save
civilization, You will definitely have lots of fun.

HELP!!

The upshot:
• Without fission or
fusion breeding, not
only will we be
unable to lift low
countries up the
curve, the high
countries will begin
to slide back down.
• This is the real
threat to
civilization.
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